Route 4

Motocure

Manicures for the Motorcycle, Mind, and Mood

M

otorcycling is a mind-altering experience. The sport is
a mood enhancer. People get high f rom riding because
two-wheeled scootin’ is about two-wheeled shootin’
down the highway. Smokin’ in the turns. Poppin’ wheelies.
Cookin’ the road. You become comfortably bum with all your
senses rocked. Out there on the open road, rolling with the flow,
suddenly life will present you with life. And you will be high
on life.
Maintaining your wonderful bike keeps that mood up. It’s
peace of mind. The motorcycle likes to be groomed and highly
maintained because it wants to go the distance. It wants to be fast
and show its stuff. It wants to have horsepower for its Chrome
Cowgirl. Like the Pony Express, it wants to deliver the goods.
Always remember that your life depends on the condition of the
machine, whether it is the motorcycle or the way you maintain
your own health.
What’s in your toolbox?

Tools for the Roar: Life Tools—
How to Wrench, Repair, Maintain

A Chrome Cowgirl has some great life tools:

Sturgis bound!

Getting ready is the secret to success.
— Henry Ford, inventor and automaker

•
•
•
•
•
•

She embraces change.
She lives from the heart.
She is compassionate.
She has boundaries.
She’s action oriented.
She’s cowgirl tough!
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Moving through different environments and landscapes places
the Chrome Cowgirl in some fun scenarios. Staying in one place is
boring and way too routine. Change is good. It’s great, in fact. Altering
the course of direction almost always leads to some unpredictable yet
thrilling experience. It might not always be fun, but the episode makes
a great road story. Motorcycle riding equals change. The creaturecomfort ratio pales in comparison to that of a fully equipped car, but
that’s so boring. The change that happens when you ride includes
everything from change in the weather and change in direction to
change in your attitude and change in your style. It’s all about staying
loose and changing. Loose change. Roll with the flow.

Some changes that happen within the first day of riding
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Direction

Bound and determined to
visit your friend in Idaho,
you’ve got average miles
calculated, stops factored in,
and timing considered.

“I da hoped I’d get to my friend’s house by now, but I decided
to take the back road and then relax in a hot spring. What
day is it?” No time like the PRESENT.

Style

Perfect riding gear, not a
bug splat on the leathers,
everything matches (including
your lipstick), and your hair
is smoothed back into a
slick ponytail. You’re lookin’
all business.

Your helmet has stickers declaring your independence all
over it, your leathers are pitted with bug kill, you have your
virgin motorcycle voyage date tattooed on your wrist, and
your hair is braided with beads and leather strips. A few
dreadlocks have emerged, You’re still wearing the same jeans
from three days ago. And your boot has jewelry, too. You’re
wearing sparkle pink-glo lip balm, blowing chewing gum
bubbles. Celebrate freedom!

Weather

Is that a rain cloud? Should
I ride in the rain? Is it too
windy? Is it too cold?

You find a Zen state in the rain and tame the reflexes. You’re
tacking the wind like a pro sailing champion, seeing how
much gas the bike will actually burn as it fights the headwinds.
Electric gear is your friend. You’re one with nature!

Attitude

Am I crazy to just get out
here like this and ride away
from everything I’ve got to
do today?

Sunshine on my shoulders makes me happy! Born to be
wild! Free bird! The road is my home! Everyday is a winding
road! No quick fix in the world can fine-tune your attitude
like a motorcycle ride can!

The Motorcycle becomes an extension of your body.
Treat it the way you treat yourself, and your riding
time will be that much more enjoyable.
— Sara Liberte, North Lake Cycle; author, journalist, custom bike designer,
fine art photographer, and Garage Girl

Living life caged, all comfy, like when you’re riding around in
a Lexus, can make you forget about your nature. Are we human
beings or human doings? Exposed to nature on a motorcycle we
remember, ah, we are ONE with the landscape, the environment,
the dogs chasing our bikes, the rain, the sun, the wind. In a car,
or worse, a minivan, our thoughts are caged; we’re always thinking
about gotta do this or that. We’re worried or anxious because our
minds become boxed by experience. To live out loud in a cage simply
means turning up the volume on our stereos. But what if we decide to
expose ourselves to something two-wheeled and listen to a new tune
in our hearts, take a different route from routine? What if we alter
the course of life a little bit by becoming exposed to the elements
of living full throttle? What if we are just the two-wheeled Chrome
Cowgirl explorer? That’s the ultimate motocure, the ultimate fix for
mind, body, and soul.
Keeping your motorcycle motocured is essential to enjoying the
ride. One must not neglect the cries for high maintenance; your
chrome horse will whine if you neglect it.
If you follow the T-CLOCS inspection, that’s a good reference for
generally maintaining your bike. For instance, tire pressure is a neglected
little bit of maintenance that is easily correctable but can cause large
problems if it isn’t. It’s like wearing a really awesome pair of shoes with
soles that are ripped and heel taps missing. You’re going to walk wobbly.
Forget about running. That’s what it’s like when your tire pressure is
off. Squirrelly experience. Always refer to your motorcycle owner’s
manual. That’s the cookin’ book for answers about your wild ride.
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Road Diary:
There’s something about sleeping on the ground that puts me in a grounded mood. Priorities
straighten out when you lie there listening to the night music of crickets and the early morning
bird songs. I’m tucked in a canvas den and the dew on the tent drips in spots right onto my face.
Gosh, that’s a lot of cleaning God has to do in the night. Like a soul janitor scrubbing our insides
out and our minds clean and fresh so that he can talk to us and maybe, if we have removed
ourselves from all the distractions, we can listen.
We move through the transition time between evening and dawn when the moon governs
the tempo, and we are aware of the evolution of our very beings as night turns to another day.
Maybe we would live life with a little more urgency, have more fun, and enjoy getting lost as
we wander if we lived our lives more truthfully. My connections with people are richer now
that I’ve found a more exposed way of living on two wheels. I love my road family and think
about them often as I ride. I’m so happy to be at Sturgis, enjoying their beautiful, fun-loving, rip
roaring, unique personalities. I feel safe and free with them.
Today me and the girls crashed this motorcycle club party. We heard there was fancy catered
free food, and we were pretty much broke, so we were in! Here at Sturgis we can eat free most
every night. I know I can drink for free because the Chrome Cowboys are abundant and they love
to treat the Chrome Cowgirls. Mighty gentlemanly.
Good thing I’m hanging with Dena and Connor because I can party all night on Main Street
and then cozy up in their amazing digs right on the main drag. They are Sturgis family to me,
along with Skip, Cork, Jill, Rusty, Ed, Lori, and so many others.
Saloon 10 in Deadwood is on my mission this trip. I just love that bar. Deadwood is truly a
Wild West town. I feel the restless souls of the pioneers and uninhibited cowgirls on the ride
between Sturgis and Deadwood. Oh the gold in them thar hills! A Chrome Cowboy I once loved
lives here. That boy couldn’t tame me, but I wish him the best. I wonder if I’ll see him this trip.
I’d expected to see him at this party we crashed.
Betsy’s off chasing this nice long haired, strapping lad. Gevin and I completely stuffed our
faces with free food. We’re all famished from the long ride to Sturgis. They came from the west
coast, me from the dirty south. I still have road grime on my face, but a fresh
coat of lipstick makes it look like a good tan. Tomorrow the Smithsonian Channel
will be filming us on our motorcycles riding through the hills. Boy are we gonna
give ’em a hoot and hollerin’ show.
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The Power of Three. Chrome
Cowgirls are windsisters
forever. Me, Betsy, and Gevin.

When it comes to general maintenance, the motorcycle shop
manual for your motorcycle brand and model is full of hearty recipes
for keeping the bike in good working order. Maintaining a motorcycle
is like cooking or following a recipe. There are ingredients and tools to
create a successful outcome. It’s a matter of familiarity with the process.
Learn the basics of motorcycle maintenance. Riders like me don’t have
a whole lot of time to take care of our own bikes. Luckily, I have my
Chrome Charming to help me with it, or I take it to a reputable shop.
Windsisters for Life! The
cast of Discovery Channel’s
Motorcycle Women (L-R) Betsy
Huelskamp, Qian Ma, Claudia
Glenn Barasch, Michelle Dell,
Goth Girl, Me.
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